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1. Summary
In April 1995, the University of Illinois received a NASA Grant NAG3-1474 entitled
"Electromagnetic Scattering from Realistic Targets" for a one-year period and the grant was
extended for another year with no cost. The co-principal investigators are Professors
Shung-Wu Lee and Jianming Jin, and the NASA technical monitor is Dr. Afroz Zaman.
This project has been completed. Results are reported in the following technical reports:
1. J. M. Jin, J. A. Berrie, R. Kipp, and S. W. Lee, "Calculation of radiation pattems
of microstrip antennas on cylindrical bodies of arbitrary cross section," May 1996.
2. A. D. Greenwood, S. S. Ni, J. M. Jin, and S. W. Lee, "Hybrid FEM/SBR method
to compute the radiation pattern from a microstrip patch antenna in a complex
geometry," October 1996.
3. G. Fan and J. M. Jin, "Scattering from a cylindrically conformal slotted-waveguide
array antenna," December 1996.
4. G. Fan and J. M. Jin, "Scattering from a large planar slotted waveguide array
antenna," August 1997.
5. E. Branch, "A numerical comparison of measured SAR images with XPATCH
computed SAR images," UIUC EM Lab. Scientific Report No. 95-2, September 1995.
6. S. Ni, J. M. Jin, and S. W. Lee, "Hybridization of the finite-element method and the
shooting-and-bouncing-ray method for scattering and radiation from large and complex
targets," UIUC EM Lab. Scientific Report No. 95-3, October 1995.
The first four reports are included here as appendices. The last two reports have been
submitted to NASA before and, hence, are not included here.
The general goal of the project is to develop computational tools for calculating radar
signature of realistic targets. During the period of this grant, we developed a hybrid
technique that combines the shooting-and-bouncing-ray (SBR) method and the finite-
element method (FEM) for the radiation characterization of microstrip patch antennas in a
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complexgeometry.Thetechnicaldetailsaregivenin Appendices1and2. In addition,we
developeda hybridizationprocedureto combinethemomentmethod(MoM) solutionand
theSBRmethodto treatthescatteringof waveguideslotarraysonanaircraft.Thetechnical
detailsaredescribedin Appendices3 and4.
2. Publications Resulting from This Research
Journal articles (published or accepted):
1. J. M. Jin, J. A. Berrie, R. Kipp, and S. W. Lee, "Calculation of radiation patterns of
microstrip antennas on cylindrical bodies of arbitrary cross section," IEEE Trans. Antennas
Propagat., vol. AP-45, no. 1, pp. 126-132, Jan. 1997.
2. A. D. Greenwood, S. S. Ni, J. M. Jin, and S. W. Lee, "Hybrid FEM/SBR method to
compute the radiation pattern from a microstrip patch antenna in a complex geometry,"
Microwave Opt. Tech. Lett., vol. 13, no. 2, pp. 84-87, Oct. 1996.
3. G. Fan and J. M. Jin, "Scattering from a cylindrically conformal slotted-waveguide
array antenna," IEEE Trans. Antennas Propagat., vol. AP-45, no. 7, pp. 1150-1159, July
1997.
4. A. D. Greenwood and J. M. Jin, "Hybrid MoM/SBR method to compute scattering
from a slot array in a complex geometry," Applied Computational Electromagnetics Socie_.
Journal, accepted for publication, 1997.
5. G. Fan and J. M. Jin, "Scattering from a large planar slotted waveguide array antenna,"
Electromagnetics, accepted for publication, 1997.
Conference papers:
1. G. Fan and J. M. Jin, "Scattering from a cylindrically conformal slotted-waveguide
array antenna," The 1996 IEEE Antennas and Propagation Society International
Symposium, Baltimore, MD, 1996, pp. 1394-1397.
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2. A. D. Greenwood,S. Ni, and J. M. Jin, "Computationof the radiation patternof a
microstrip patch antennain a complex geometry," The 1996 IEEE Antennas and
PropagationSocietyInternationalSymposium,Baltimore,MD, 1996,pp.256-259.
3. A. D. Greenwoodand J. M. Jin, "Hybrid MoM/SBR methodto computescattering
from a slotarrayantennain acomplexgeometry,"The 13thAnnualReviewof Progressin
AppliedComputationalElectromag-netics,Monterey,CA, 1997.
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APPENDIX 1
Calculation of Radiation Patterns of Microstrip Antennas on
Cylindrical Bodies of Arbitrary Cross Section
Jian-Ming Jin, Jeffery A. Berrie, Robert Kipp and Shung-Wu Lee
ABSTRACT
A simplified approach based on reciprocity is presented to calculate the radiation patterns of
microstrip patch antennas or arrays on a cylindrical body having an arbitrary cross section.
In this approach, the microstrip patch antennas are characterized using the finite element
method, and their radiation pattems are then calculated using a two-dimensional method of
moments in conjunction with the reciprocity theorem. The validity of the calculation is
demonstrated by comparison with measured data for a microstrip patch antenna on a
circular cylinder attached to a plate. Other numerical examples are also presented to show
the capability of the method, as well as various effects of the host cylinder on radiation
patterns.
This work was supported by the Office of Naval Research under the grant N00014-95-1-0848, NASA under
the grant NAG3-1474, and the Air Force Rome Laboratory under contract F-30602-93-C-0036.
J. M. Jin and S. W. Lee are with the Electromagnetics Laboratory, Department of Electrical and Computer
Engineering, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Urbana, IL 61801-2991.
J. A. Berrie is with Mission Research Corporation, 3975 Research Boulevard, Dayton, OH 45430.
R. Kipp is with DEMACO, 100 Trade Center Drive, Champaign, IL 61820.
I. Introduction
Microstrip patch antennas [1]-[3] are attractive for aircraft and spacecraft applications
because they are conformal to the surface of the host object. However, their analysis is
often performed by assuming that the antennas are placed on an infinite ground plane with
an infinite dielectric substrate [4]-[6] or on a finite substrate housed in a cavity recessed in
the ground plane [7]. Although such an analysis can be extended to the antennas on a
coated circular cylinder [8]-[10] or in a cavity recessed in a conducting circular cylinder
[ 11 ], it cannot be applied to those on a cylinder with an arbitrary cross section because the
Green's function for such a structure is not available. While the shape of a host cylinder
has little effect on the input impedance and current distribution of a microstrip antenna since
the latter is a highly resonant structure, it can alter the radiation patterns substantially. The
objective of this paper is to develop a simple method to calculate the radiation patterns of
microstrip patch antennas on substrates residing in cavities recessed in cylindrical bodies of
arbitrary cross section possibly with dielectric coatings.
In the proposed method, the equivalence principle is first employed to divide the problem
into two equivalent problems. The first problem is to characterize microstrip patch antennas
housed in a cavity whose aperture is closed with a perfect conductor, which is
accomplished using the finite element method [7]. The second problem is to compute the
field radiated by the equivalent magnetic current over the cavity's aperture in the presence
of the host cylinder, and to accomplish this task, an approach based on the reciprocity
theorem is developed in conjunction with a two-dimensional method of moments for
scattering computation. The validity of the proposed method is demonstrated by
comparison with measured data for a microstrip patch antenna on a circular cylinder
attached to a plate and for a waveguide-fed trihedral. Other numerical examples are also
presented to show the capability of the method and the effects of patch rotation, material
coating, and finiteness of a ground plane on the radiation patterns.
II. Formulation
Consider the problem illustrated in Fig. 1 where several microstrip patch antennas are
placed on a conducting cylinder of arbitrary cross section. These microstrip patch antennas
are housed in one or several shallow cavities and the conducting cylinder may be coated
with dielectrics. Since a microstrip patch antenna is a highly resonant structure, its current
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distributionandinputimpedanceatresonancearemainlydeterminedby internalstructures
suchastheshapeof the patch,thethicknessanddielectricconstantof thesubstrateand
superstrate.Providedthatapatchantennaisplacedonalocally flat surfaceor surfacewith
a smallcurvature,theshapeof thehostcylinder(externalstructure)haslittle effecton its
currentdistribution andinput impedance,asdemonstratedin [11]. Therefore,the patch
antennacanbecharacterizedapproximatelyby assumingthatit is placedon aninfinitely
largegroundplane.Applying theequivalenceprinciple,wecanclosetheapertureof the
cavity housing the patchantennaswith a sheetof perfectconductorand introduce a
magneticcurrentdensityovertheaperturedefinedas
_'=_x_ (])
where fi denotes the outward unit vector normal to the aperture. As shown in [7], this
magnetic current can be determined using the finite element method with vector elements by
seeking the stationary point of the functional
F(E)=_- "_r-r( xE).(VxE')-ko2C,./?.E dV
+ [! [[ jkoZoJ" . F. -1-_ I_I'n' . (V x E)It , dV
-kg_(_). Go(LT"). _l(_')dS" idS
S
(2)
where V denotes the volume of the cavity and S denotes the aperture of the cavity. Also,
Go(r,r ) denotes the free-space dyadic Green's function, and j,n, and M'n' represent the
internal sources or antenna excitation. The procedure of the finite element solution and
modeling of a current probe and impedance load are described in [7] and [ 12], and the
modeling of waveguide feeds is described in [ 13].
Once the equivalent magnetic current M over the aperture of the cavity is calculated, the
radiation patterns can be obtained by computing the field radiated by M in the presence of
the conducting cylinder with the cavity filled with perfect conductor. Since the cross section
of the cylinder is arbitrary and the cylinder may be coated with dielectrics, no pertinent
Green's function can be derived and the radiated field cannot be expressed by an integral
formulation.To alleviatethis difficulty, weproposeto employthereciprocitytheoremto
calculatetheradiatedfield.Accordingtothereciprocitytheorem[14],wehave
(3)
where E" is the field produced by /0'" and, likewise, /._h is the field produced by jh.
Letting /_" be the equivalent magnetic current/_' over the aperture of the cavity and jb be
the electric dipole of moment II located at (r,0, _) and oriented in the _-direction, the
radiated field is then given by
E(r,O,O)._=-l_flh._ldS (4)
s
Often, the radiation patterns in the plane perpendicular to the cylinder (that is, the plane of
0 = zr/2) are of particular interest. In this case, we obtain
Ez(r,(_)- Jk°Z°e-Jk°r_ H_M, dS
4 _r S
(5)
jk°e-J_" _ HhzMz dS (6)E¢(r, _) - 4zrr
s
where H_ (or Hzh) is the magnetic field induced on the surface of the cylinder (again, with
the cavity filled with a perfect conductor) by an incident plane wave whose electric (or
magnetic) field is in the _,-direction and has a unit amplitude, and M, (or M_) is the
component of/_' in the direction perpendicular (or parallel) to the cylinder.
It is then clear that to calculate the radiated field, we have to find H_ and/or H i first. This
can be accomplished simply by solving the problem of plane wave scattering by the
cylinder using the method of moments. There are several different formulations available
for this problem. The most efficient one is to employ the volume-surface integral equation
[ 15] given by
+ 1
+Coc(7)_
,u,(7 )j o
_ 80o(L7") ...... r .... ,.... ,, ,,,1 . (F') n" at -j%LoJOotr,r )_Ar )att.t,(_ ) ,9 ,+ r_
"[1/l.tr(7)]E z(7) for 7 in dielectric
0 for 7 in conductor
E z(7) for 7 elsewhere
(7)
for E z-polarization, and
'],,....(r,r )dS (F')V'I't'(r ) e,(?') z(r )G° + "V'G°(7'7")dS'
f_
er(7_) _,r?_t) (r ) 8n'a dl" + H,(7") aG°(7'r ) dl"
• On"
I[1/e_(7;]Hz(7) for 7 in dielectric+H_nC (7) = f r i conductor
l Hz(7) for 7 elsewhere
(8)
for Hz-polarization , where f2 denotes the cross section of the dielectric coating, F a
denotes the interface between two different dielectric materials, and F c denotes the
conducting surface. Also, h a denotes the unit vector normal to F a and pointing from the
"-" side to the "+" side, and G O represents the well-known two-dimensional free-space
Green's function. For cylinders without coatings, (7) and (8) reduce to the well-known
equations
i.c - • [ --, h -, , f 0 for F in conductor
E_ (r)-Jk°Z° J LEz(7) for 7 everywhere elseGo(r,r )Ht(r )dl = (9)
Fr
for E z-polarization, and
(7") 8Go(7,7')
F r
0
= Hz(7 )
for 7 in conductor
for 7 everywhere else
(10)
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for Hz-polarization. The detailed procedure to solve (7) and (8) using the method of
moments is described in [16].
To summarize the proposed method, we first compute the equivalent magnetic current over
the cavity's aperture by applying the finite element method to (2). Then, we compute the
surface magnetic field induced on the region of the cavity's aperture by applying the
method of moments to (7) and (8), or (9) and (10) when there is no coating. Finally, we
calculate the radiated field using (5) and (6).
III. Numerical Results
In this section we present some numerical results to demonstrate the validity and capability
of the formulation described above. Without loss of generality, the same microstrip patch
antenna, depicted in Fig. 2, is used in all examples to follow. This antenna consists of a
rectangular conducting patch fed with a probe and housed in a larger dielectric filled
rectangular cavity. The first resonance mode at f = 3.3 GHz radiates a field whose E-plane
is perpendicular to the shorter side of the patch and whose H-plane is perpendicular to the
longer side of the patch.
The first set of results is computed for the microstrip patch antenna on a finite circular
cylinder sitting on a conducting plate, illustrated in Fig. 3. The radiation patterns are
calculated for two different positions of the antenna whose longer side is parallel to the axis
of the cylinder. These patterns are shown in Fig. 4 and compared with measured data
provided by Mission Research Corporation, Dayton, OH. As can be seen, the agreement is
surprisingly good within the first 30-dB range, demonstrating the validity of the method.
The disagreement in the deep shadow region is due to the field diffracted by the sides of the
plate perpendicular to the cylinder and also by the ends of the cylinder, which are ignored
in our simplified approximate calculation. The corresponding results when the antenna is
rotated 90 degrees are shown in Fig. 5. Note that in this case, the predicted sidelobes are
significantly higher that those in Fig. 4 because of stronger surface waves propagating
around the cylinder.
The proposed method can, of course, handle multiple patch antennas or arrays, such as the
one sketched in Fig. 6. The patches and dielectric substrate have the same parameters as the
one in Fig. 2. The edge-to-edge distance between two adjacent patches is 1.5 cm and the
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array is centeredat _ = 225°. Figure7 showsits radiationpatternswith andwithout the
plate.Thecavitysizefor thecaseof Fig. 7(a)is 12cm in the _-direction and6 cm in the
z-direction, and for the case of Fig. 7(b) is 15 cm in the 0-direction and 5 cm in the z-
direction. The asymmetric pattern in Fig. 7(b) for the case without the plate is due to the
asymmetric placement of the feed.
To demonstrate the capability of the method as well as to show the effect of dielectric
coating, we consider a single patch antenna on a circular cylinder having a diameter of
30.48 cm. The antenna is the same as depicted in Fig. 2 and the cylinder is coated with a
layer of material having a thickness of 0.546 cm, relative permittivity e r = 2.2 and relative
permeability/1 r = 1.2 for the lossless case, and er = 2.2 -jl.0 and _r = 1.2 -j0.5 for the
lossy case. The results are presented in Fig. 8 for the cylinder without coating, with a
lossless coating, and with a lossy coating. As can be seen, when the longer side of the
patch is parallel to the axis of the cylinder, it does not excite a surface wave propagating
around the cylinder. Therefore, the coating does not have a significant effect on the
radiation pattern because it is not thick enough to support a surface wave. However, when
the shorter side of the patch is parallel to the axis of the cylinder, it excites a surface wave
around the cylinder, which is further enhanced by the presence of a lossless coating,
raising the level of radiation in the shadow region. When the coating is lossy, the surface
wave is attenuated, resulting in a lower level of radiation in the shadow region.
To show the effect of a finite ground plane, we consider the microstrip patch antenna of
Fig. 2 placed at the center of a flat conducting plate whose width is w and thickness is 0.5
cm. The radiation pattern in the plane perpendicular to the plate is shown in Fig. 9(a) when
the longer side of the patch is parallel to the axis of the plate and in Fig. 9(b) when the
shorter side of the patch is parallel to the axis of the plate. The proposed technique provides
a simple way to study the finite ground plane effect on microstrip antenna radiation patterns
[17].
Finally, we consider a waveguide-fed trihedral, depicted in Fig. 10, to show the
applicability of the proposed method to any cavity-backed conformal antennas. The
waveguide is 0.9 inch wide and 0.4 inch thick and is at the center of one of the planes. The
radiation patterns at f = 9.0 GHz in both the E- and H-planes are given in Fig. 11 along
with the measured data. Good agreement is observed over a wide range of angles. The
disagreement in the shadow region and in the region close to 90 ° in Fig. 11 (a) is mainly
due to the third plane, which is ignored in our simplified approximate calculation. Since the
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waveguide radiator is not a highly resonant structure, we note that the external structures
close to the waveguide can have nonnegligible effect on the field distribution at the
waveguide opening. As a result, the proposed method can be less accurate than in the case
of highly resonant microstrip patch antennas.
IV. Conclusion
In this paper, we described a method to calculate the radiation patterns of cavity-backed
microstrip patch antennas on a cylindrical body of arbitrary cross section that may be coated
with dielectrics. In this method, we first employed the finite element method to characterize
the microstrip patch antennas and then applied the reciprocity theorem, in conjunction with
a two-dimensional method of moments, to calculate the radiated fields. Several numerical
examples were presented and compared with measured data to demonstrate the validity of
the method. Numerical results were also given to show the effects of patch orientation,
dielectric coating, and finiteness of a ground plane on the radiation patterns. The presented
method can be used to investigate the effects of external structures (such as the shape and
coating) on the radiation patterns of microstrip antennas and to provide reference data for
validating more general methods for calculating the radiation patterns of microstrip antennas
on general three-dimensional bodies.
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Figure 1.Cavity-backedmicrostrippatchantennason the surface of a cylindrical
body with an arbitrary cross section.
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Figure 2. Configuration of a cavity-backed microstrip patch antenna. (a) Top
view. (b) Side view.
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Figure 3. A microstrip patch antenna on a circular cylinder attached to a plate. (a)
Three-dimensional view. (b) Cross-sectional view.
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Figure 4. Radiation patterns of a microstrip patch antenna on a circular cylinder
attached to a plate, with the longer side of the patch parallel to the axis of the
cylinder. (a) For antenna 1. (b) For antenna 2.
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Figure 5, Radiation patterns of a microstrip patch antenna on a circular cylinder
attached to a plate, with the shorter side of the patch parallel to the axis of the
cylinder. (a) For antenna 1. (b) For antenna 2.
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Figure 6. Three microstrip patch antennas on a circular cylinder attached to a
plate.
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Figure 7. Radiation patterns of three microstrip patch antennas depicted in Fig. 6.
(a) With the longer side of the patches parallel to the axis of the cylinder. (b) With
the shorter side of the patches parallel to the axis of the cylinder.
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Figure 8. Radiation patterns of a microstrip patch antenna on a dielectric coated
circular cylinder. (a) With the longer side of the patch parallel to the axis of the
cylinder. (b) With the shorter side of the patch parallel to the axis of the cylinder.
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Figure 9. Radiation patterns of a microstrip patch antenna on a flat conducting
plate having width w. (a) With the longer side of the patch parallel to the axis of the
plate. (b) With the shorter side of the patch parallel to the axis of the plate.
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Figure 10. Configuration of a waveguide-fed trihedral. The waveguide is 0.9
inch wide and 0.4 inch thick and located at the center of one of the planes.
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Figure 11. The radiation patterns of a waveguide-fed trihedral at f = 9.0 GHz.
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APPENDIX 2
Hybrid FEM/SBR Method to Compute the Radiation Pattern from a
Microstrip Patch Antenna in a Complex Geometry
A. D. Greenwood, S. S. Ni, J. M. Jin, and S. W. Lee
Center for Computational Electromagnetics
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Urbana, Illinois 61801-2991
Key terms: Finite element method, shooting and bouncing ray method,
microstrip patch antenna, radiation.
Abstract
A previously introduced technique to compute the radiation of a microstrip patch
antenna on a cylindrical body of arbitrary cross-section is extended to include patch
antennas mounted on complex, three-dimensional bodies. The technique involves using
the finite element method (FEM) to characterize the patch antenna, and then comput-
ing the radiation pattern using the reciprocity theorem and the shooting and bouncing
ray (SBR) method with edge diffraction. The validity of the calculation and the need
for an extension to three dimensions is shown by comparison with measured data for a
waveguide-fed trihedral. Other calculations show the effects of the external geometry
on the radiation pattern of a microstrip patch antenna.
1 Introduction
Recently, a technique for calculating the radiation pattern of a microstrip patch antenna
on a cylindrical body was developed [1]. The technique is a hybrid method using
the finite element method (FEM) and the two-dimensional (2-D) method of moments
(MoM). The FEM is used to analyze the patch antenna with its aperture closed by a
perfect conductor, resulting in an equivalent magnetic current density, M. The 2-D
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MoM is then usedto find the radiationdueto M in the presenceof the cylindrical
body.While this techniqueissimpleandworkswell,its applicationis limited to patch
antennason2-Dbodiessuchascylinders.Althoughthe techniquecanbeextendedto
3-Dbodiesbyemployinga3-DMoM, thecomputationalcostis prohibitive.Thus,an
alternatemethodof extensionis needed.
In this paper,a techniqueis presentedwhichreplacesthe 2-D MoM with the high
frequency shooting and bouncing ray (SBR) method combined with edge diffraction.
A microstrip patch antenna is now considered on a 3-D complex body. As in the
original technique, the FEM is first used to analyze the antenna with its aperture
closed by perfect conductor, yielding an equivalent magnetic current density, M, over
the aperture. The SBR method combined with edge diffraction is then used to find the
radiation due to M in the presence of the 3-D complex body. The proposed method
can also be regarded as the extension of the hybrid FEM/SBR scattering method [2]
to radiation problems.
This paper first discusses the theoretical development of the method. It then
presents some numerical results, showing the utility of the method. Finally, it compares
results generated by the extended technique to measured results for a waveguide-fed
trihedral, showing the validity of the method and the need for a 3-D extension.
2 Theoretical Development
Consider a microstrip patch antenna mounted on a 3-D complex structure. Since a
microstrip patch antenna is a highly resonant structure, its current distribution and
input impedance at resonance are determined mainly by its internal structures such
as the shape of the patch and the thicknesses and the dielectric constants of the sub-
strate and the superstrate. Provided that the patch antenna is placed on a locally flat
surface, the shape of the host 3-D body has little effect on its current distribution and
input impedance. Therefore, the patch antenna can be characterized approximately by
assuming that it is placed on an infinitely large ground plane and using the FEM as
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describedin [3]. The FEM analysisprovidesthesolutionto the equivalentmagnetic
currentdensity,M, overthe apertureof thepatchantenna.
Oncethe equivalentmagneticcurrentdensityhasbeencalculated,the radiation
pattern is obtainedby computingthe field radiatedby M in the presenceof the host
3-D body.An accuratemethodto computethe radiatedfield is to usethe 3-D MoM.
However,thecomputationalcostisprohibitive,especiallyfor a large3-Dbody.A more
efficientapproachis to usea high-frequencyapproximationsuchasthe SBRmethod
[4,5].
Therearetwo approachesto usingtheSBRmethodto computetheradiatedfield.
Oneapproachis to first computethe radiatedfield overa smallhemispherecovering
the patchantenna. This field is then convertedinto many rays,whichshootalong
the radial directions.Eachray is tracedasit bouncesaroundthe 3-Dbody,and and
the bouncesare governedby geometricaloptics (GO). At the last hit point, or at
eachand everyhit point, a physicalopticstypeintegrationis performedto determine
the ray contributionto the radiatedfield. The final result is the summationof the
contributionsfromall therays.This approach,calledtheforwardcalculation,hasthe
advantageof simultaneouslycomputingthe radiatedfield in all directions.However,
to obtain accurateresults,thefield on the hemispheresurroundingthe patchantenna
mustbedividedinto manyrays,andin tracingeachray,its divergencefactor mustbe
calculatedandtracked.
Thesecondapproachis to employthe reciprocitytheorem.In this approach,called
the backwardcalculation,an infinitesimaldipoleis placedat the observationpoint,
and the SBRmethodis appliedto thedipoleradiation.Becausethe dipoleis located
far fromthe structurecontainingthe patchantenna,it producesa planewaveincident
uponthat structure.TheSBRmethodcomputesthefieldsradiatedbythedipoleusing
GO and accounting for the phase shifts and the polarization properties of the fields.
Because the incident field is due to a plane wave, the ray divergence factor is set to
unity. Denoting the field radiated by the patch antenna as EMSPA, the field radiated
by the dipole as HD, and the current density on the dipole as J, the fields EMSPA and
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HI) arethen relatedby thereciprocitytheorem,
//v EMSPA • JdV = -/Is HI:) • MdS
where V denotes the volume of the dipole and S denotes the aperture of the patch
antenna. The integral on the left hand side of the equation evaluates to the component
of EMSPA in the direction of J times the strength of the dipole, Il. The quantity
HD on the right hand side of the equation is also proportional to I1, which is then
canceled from the expression. Two orthogonal components of EMSPA are found by
considering both horizontal and vertical polarizations for the incident plane wave in
the SBR calculations, corresponding to different physical orientations of the dipole
antenna.
When using the SBR method to find HD on the surface of the patch antenna, there
may be some directions for which the incident wave is blocked. The SBR calculation
will then give HD----0, an erroneous result. To find an accurate value for HD, edge
diffraction must be included with the SBR calculation.
The geometry for the diffraction computation is shown in Figure 1. An arbitrary
edge is subdivided into short segments, and the diffracted electric field from a short edge
segment is computed using the "incremental length diffraction coefficients" (ILDC)
introduced by Mitzner [6, 7]. The diffracted field from the entire edge is then computed
from the sum of the contributions of the segments, and the diffracted magnetic field
is found from the electric field using Maxwell's equations. Given a short edge segment
of length _, the diffracted field at a distance s from the segment is given in terms of
ILDC by [6, 7]
Ed(p)] = _1_ [dee dec] [Ei(Q)] e-Jk_
E_(P)J s Ld,e d_¢J LE$(Q)J
(1)
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in whichd,.,,, is given by
du_ = 4---_ " "
(2)
where sinc(x) - sin x/x, and Ds and Dh are diffraction coefficients. The coefficients
Ds and Dh are defined in terms of the Keller-Ufimtsev diffraction coefficients as
i 27t'k Ddif (3a)Ds = 2e j'/4 sill/_) sin/30 --_
i 2_k Ddif" (3b)Dh = 2e j'_/4 sin _) sin/3o
Denoting the interior wedge angle as a'= (2 - n)_r, D dif and D_ if are given by [8, 9]
where
Ds dif= e-JTr/4 (D1 - D2) (4a)
2nV/21rk sin/3{) sin/3o
Ddif= e-J'r/4 (DI + D2) (4b)
2n¢2rrk sin/3_ sin/30
I ] ID1 = cot r_+ (_ - _') F[kLg+(g ' _ _b')] + cot F[kLg-(g, - _')] (5a)
In the above, the function F[.] involves a Fresnel integral and is defined by
o¢ '2
F[x] = 2jv/xe j_: [ e -_t dt,
J,/7
(6)
and the other parameters are given by
L = ssin ¢3_sin/30 and g+(X) = 1 + cos (X - 2nrcN +) (7)
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whereN + are the integers which most closely satisfy
2nTrN + - X = +_" and 2nrcN- - X = -re. (8)
It should be noted that the expressions above compute only the first order edge
diffracted field. Thus, the incident field used in the calculations is that resulting from
direct illumination of the edge. Multiply bounced rays are not included in the edge
diffraction computation, nor are fields diffracted by one edge and then subsequently
diffracted by a second edge. In most cases, a first order edge diffraction computation is
adequate for determining the dominant effects on the radiation pattern of a microstrip
patch antenna.
3 Numerical Results
To illustrate the usefulness of the proposed method, numerical results are generated for
a patch antenna in two different geometries. The patch antenna under consideration
for these tests is shown in Figure 2. The antenna resonates at 3.3 GHz, and, according
to the proposed method, it is characterized by an equivalent magnetic current density
found using the FEM.
The first example involves placing the patch antenna on a finite, circular ground
plane. In Figure 3, the resulting computations of the H-plane and E-plane radiation
patterns are compared to the patterns generated by the same antenna on an infinite
ground plane. As can be seen, significant features of the antenna pattern are missed by
assuming an infinite ground plane to make calculations. Edge diffraction is primarily
responsible for the differences between the finite ground plane examples and the infinite
ground plane results.
For the second example, the patch antenna is placed on a stair-step geometry shown
in Figures 4a and b. In Figures 4c and d, the computed radiation patterns (H-plane
and E-plane) are compared to those found by assuming an infinite ground plane to
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makethecalculations.Likethe finite, circulargroundplanecase,significantfeatures
are missedby assumingan infinite groundplane,and edgediffraction is primarily
responsiblefor thesefeatures.
To showthe validityof the method,numericalcomputationsarecomparedto mea-
sureddata for a waveguide-fedtrihedral. Thegeometryfor this comparisonis shown
in Figure5awherethewaveguideis 0.9inchwideby0.4inchthick, andtheoperating
frequencyis 9.0GHz. Undertheseconditions,an incidentTEl0 wavepropagatesin
the waveguide,and the apertureis characterizedby an equivalentmagneticcurrent
density,similar to the characterizationof a patchantennaby an equivalentcurrent
density.Thecalculatedradiationpatterns(H-planeandE-plane)arecomparedto the
measuredpatternsin Figures5b and c. The calculated results agree with the measured
results very well.
Although it is a 3-D problem, this waveguide-fed trihedral configuration was consid-
ered previously using the 2-D MoM [1]. The MoM result agrees well with the measured
result for the H-plane pattern when the azimuth angle is between -90 ° and 40 °, and
it agrees well for the E-plane pattern when the elevation angle is between -40 ° and
90 ° . However, it misses the oscillations in the radiated power outside of these regions.
The oscillations that are missed in the 2-D MoM computation are correctly predicted
by the SBR/edge diffraction computation and are caused by edge diffraction in the
third dimension. Thus, this problem not only validates the method, but underscores
the need to extend the original 2-D technique to consider 3-D problems.
4 Conclusion
The technique for computing the radiation pattern from a microstrip patch antenna
on a cylindrical body [1] was extended to compute the radiation from a patch antenna
in a 3-D complex geometry. The method first involved using the FEM to analyze the
antenna. The result was an equivalent magnetic current density on the aperture of
the antenna. Then, the SBR method was used to calculate the radiated field, and for
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this a planewavewaslaunchedtowardthe antennaby an infinitesimaldipole. The
SBRmethodwasusedto find theresultingmagneticfieldon theapertureof thepatch
antenna,andthe radiatedfieldwascalculatedusingthereciprocitytheorem.To insure
accuracy,thefielddiffractedbyedgeswascomputedusingILDCanda_ldedto theSBR
result. Numericalresultsshowedthat the structuressurroundingthe patchantenna
havedominanteffectson theradiationpattern,andassuminganinfinite groundplane
to makecalculationsmissestheseeffects.Comparisonof numericalresultsgenerated
by the methodto measuredatashowedgoodagreement.Finally,comparisonof nu-
mericalresultsfrom the methodpresentedhereto thosefrom the original2-D MoM
techniqueshowedthat patternfeaturesmissedbythe 2-D techniquearecorrectlypre-
dictedby this technique.
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Figure 1: Geometryof edgediffraction. Notethat Ct and _baremeasuredfrom an
illuminatedfaceof the wedge,so0 < _p'< 7rand0 < _b< nTr where a = (2 - n)rc.
Figure 2: Microstrip patch antenna considered in computational tests.
Figure 3: Radiation pattern of a microstrip patch antenna on a finite, circular ground
plane.
Figure 4: Radiation pattern of a microstrip patch antenna on a stair-step geometry.
Figure 5: Comparison of calculated data with measured data for the radiation pattern
of a waveguide-fed trihedral at 9.0 GHz.
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ABSTRACT
A numerical method is developed to investigate electromagnetic scattering
by a cylindrically conformal waveguide-fed slot array• The problem is first for-
mulated in terms of integral equations using the equivalence principle. The
integral equations are then solved using the method of moments (MoM) in con-
junction with global sinusoidal basis functions and Galerkin's testing procedure•
The MoM solution requires the evaluation of the generalized admittance ma-
trices involving various dyadic Green's functions. The slow convergence of the
series associated with the summation of waveguide modes is accelerated using
the Kummer transformation and the slow convergence of the series associated
with the summation of the exterior modes is avoided by using the asymptotic
solutions with proper treatment for singular integrals. The evaluation of the
excitation vector and scattered field is also accelerated using Watson's transfor-
mation and asymptotic solutions. Numerical results are presented to illustrate
tile scattering characteristics of the cylindrically conformal waveguide-fed slot
arrays, such as the effects of curvature, slot thickness, and waveguide termina-
tion on the radar cross section of the arrays•
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I. INTRODUCTION
Slotted-waveguide array antennas are widely used on modern airborne radars
because of their large power handling capability, high efficiency, light weight,
compact structure, and low side lobes. However, being highly efficient radiating
structures, by reciprocity theorem these antennas are also efficient scatterers,
which contribute significantly to the overall radar cross section (RCS) of the host
vehicle. Usual RCS reduction techniques cannot be applied to these antennas
without degrading the'_r performance. Bandpass radomes, made of frequency
selective surfaces (FSS), can reflect nearly all the incident energy outside the
working frequency band and allow the incident energy within the working fre-
quency band pass through to reach the antennas. However, it is at the working
frequency band that the slot arrays have a significantly higher RCS. Therefore,
it is necessary to predict the RCS of the slot arrays for applications such as
target identification, electromagnetic compatibility, and stealth technology.
Because of a large number of slots and the mutual coupling between the
slots through the waveguides and exterior space, a full-wave analysis of slotted
waveguide arrays is very difficult. In the past, most work was focused on the
radiation analysis of a single slot [1]-[10], one-dimensional arrays and small two-
dimensional arrays [11]-[17], all in a planar surface. In particular, Stevenson
[1] developed what is now considered tile classical theory for a single slot and
Oliner [2] presented a variational solution of the problem. Khac and Carson [3]
employed the method of moments (MoM) to seek a numerical solution to the
slot field using pulse basis functions and point match technique. The efficiency
of the MoM solution was improved by Lyon and Sangster [5] and Stern and
Elliott [6] by using global and piecewise sinusoidal basis functions and Galerkin's
technique. The MoM was also applied to tilted slots [9], dielectric-covered slots
[8], [10], edge slots [18], and slots in a sectoral waveguide [19]. Recently, Fan [20]
analyzed cylindrically conformal slotted-waveguide array antennas with a curved
waveguide as the feeding guide and sectoral guides as the radiating guides.
Whereas the literature for the radiation analysis of the slot arrays is abundant,
little work was done on the scattering from the planar slot antennas [21]-[23], let
alone the curved ones. Josefsson [21] analyzed scattering by a single slot in an
infinitely long waveguide and Chen and Jin [23] developed the MoM and finite
element method (FEM) solutions for the slots in the waveguides terminated
with arbitrary loads. No work was found on the analysis of the scattering
characteristics of slotted waveguide arrays on a curved surface. In this paper,
we present such an analysis.
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The key problem in the analysis of slotted waveguide arrays is to solve for
the slot aperture fields. Among various numerical methods, the MoM is most
efficient and accurate for this purpose because only a small number of basis
functions are needed to represent the aperture fields. However, the major diffi-
culties in the MoM are (i) its formulation requires the dyadic Green's functions
for the waveguide, the exterior space, and the slot if it has a finite thickness,
and (ii) the evaluation of its matrix involves highly singular integrals and very
slowly converging series. In this paper, we address all these problems. To be
more specific, we first formulate the integral equations for the problem and
apply the MoM with global basis functions and Galerkin's testing procedure.
We then describe in detail the evaluation of the MoM matrix involving various
dyadic Green's functions. The slow convergence of the series associated with
the summation of waveguide modes is accelerated using the Kummer transfor-
mation and the slow convergence of the series associated with the summation
of the exterior modes is avoided by using the asymptotic solutions developed by
Boersma and Lee [24] and Bird [25]. The evaluation of the excitation vector and
scattered field is also accelerated using Watson's transformation and asymptotic
solutions. Finally, we present some numerical results to illustrate the scattering
characteristics of the cylindrically conformal slotted waveguide arrays, such as
the effects of curvature, slot thickness, waveguide termination, and frequency
on the HCS of the arrays.
lI. THEORY
In this section, we describe in detail the formulation of tile problem and its
solution by the MoM. Particular attention is given to the computation of the
elements of the generalized admittance matrices.
A. Integral Equations and MoM Solution
Consider the problem of electromagnetic wave scattering by a waveguide-fed
slot array on a cylindrical surface whose radius is P3, as depicted in Fig. 1. The
cross section of each waveguide is an annular sector with inner radius Pl, outer
radius p__,and subtended angle A¢, and the thickness of the curved walls of the
waveguides is t = Pa - P2. Each waveguide is terminated at z = zl and :_ with
an arbitrary load. All radiating slots are longitudinal slots cut in the outer wall
of the waveguides, having the same width 2w and different length and offset
with respect to the center-line of the waveguides.
For the it h slot, its inner and outer apertures, S[ and S(, divide the space
into three regions: the waveguide region (region a), the region outside the cylin-
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der(regionb), and the slot region (region c), as illustrated ill Fig. 2. In ac-
cordance with the equivalence principle, the fields in tile three regions can be
decoupled by covering the apertures S[ and Si_ with a perfectly conducting
surface and introducing equivalent magnetic currents above and below the per-
fectly conducting surface. Denoting the equivalent magnetic current below S t
as M[ and that below Sf as Mr, because of the continuity of the tangential
electric fields across the apertures, the equivalent magnetic current above S[ is
-M[ and that above S_ is -M r. Therefore, the field in region a is due to M/,
the field in region b is due to -M r and the incident field, and the field in region
cisdue to-M / and M r.
By enforcing tile continuity of the tangential magnetic fields across b"1 and
Sf, we obtain tile integral equations satisfied by the equivalent magnetic cur-
rents, M[ and M(, as
E a I e I c HH_i(M i ) 0 6 S t (1)H_. i (Mj) + H,i (M i ) - = r
J
c sF (2)Z H_i(M_ ) + H"(Mi ) - Hc"(M[) = liP"'--ri r E
J
where the subscript r denotes the tangential component, the summation in (1)
is carried out for all inner apertures in the same waveguide, and the summation
in (2) is carried out for all outer apertures. The magnetic field is related to the
surface magnetic current by
H_(, -) = ff _(r, r'). M(r')dS' (3)
./J
S
where a = a for region a, b for region b, and c for region c, respectively, and
GO(r, r t) denotes the magnetic-source magnetic-field dyadic Green's function in
the corresponding region. Finally, H pri is the field due to the incident field in
the presence of the conducting cylinder without slots.
To seek a numerical solution of (1) and (2), we first expand each equivalent
magnetic current using the global sinusoidal basis functions
N:
Mj' = _.M/ = r_Z vtqj sin a q,c, ,'e ,q_ (4)
q=l
M_ = -zMf = -_E V"qjsin aqj_ ,'E S'ff (5)
q=l
where aqj -- q_r/Lj with Lj being the length of the jth slot, and choose the
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testing or weighting functions as
W_, = +_l't'1.p+= _ sin _r'_ r e S[ (6)
Wr_ i = z_I'vni = _ sin crvi_ r G S,.g. (7)
Applying Galerkin's procedure, the integral equations can be converted into the
matrix equation given by
[ +J,, . ]{ }={)
(s)
where [};J(a)] and [Y_qJ(b)] are the generalized admittance matrix for regions
a and b, respectively. [}'_J (c, S[; S_)] is the generalized admittance matrix for
region c, in which Sf is the aperture on which the field point is located and
S_ is the aperture on which the source point is located. Finally, [Ipi] is the
generalized excitation vector.
We note that for slots of zero thickness, the edge condition is often employed
to represent the transverse distribution of the equivalent magnetic current [6],
[10], [14], which makes the evaluation of the matrix elements difficuh. For slots
of finite thickness as is the case for practical applications, the singularity is much
weaker than that for the zero thickness case. As a result, the equivalent magnetic
current can be expanded in terms of the global sinusoidal basis functions with a
uniform transverse distribution. Such an expansion has been successfully used
in the past for the analysis of rectangular waveguide slot radiation problems [5],
[8], [9].
In the remainder of this section, we describe the evaluation of the elements
of each generalized admittance matrix and excitation vector, necessary for a
numerical solution of (8).
B. Generalized Admittance Matrix Elements for Region a
The admittance matrix elements due to the internal coupling in the sectoral
waveguide (region a) are given by
•" i/If)p'_ (a) = GT:(r,r') sin api_ [ sinaqj_'dSdS' (9)
st s;
where G_ is the ._5-component of the magnetic-source magnetic-field dyadic
Green's function for the sectoral waveguide, which is derived in Appendix A
and given by
G_:_ : j.,:eXB(m.n)C_oC_,, 6(: - _,)
rn----O
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where
in which
A]nn [ h_ Rmne2jhmnAmn e-Jh_"l:-:'l < j2h""'zle-Jh_"(:+z')
,-,. -j',h ' - .') - "" :"-: " _ ]}10)_rt_.nn £ .... 2ejh,,,,,,(.+. "b R<mnR>mnC 3h ( l)cah .1:-:'1
2 By (AmnP) Bt, ()trnnP¢) P=P' (11)B(m,n) = l+60m k2Nx_,,A0
B,,(A .... p) = J'()_mnPl)}"v(._ ..... p) - }'7(_mnpl)J,.()_mnp) (12)
]VX,... = p Bv(Amnp) dp
I
,)
i {(l_np2 [Bv(,_mnP)]'} pa
- 2A_n - v2) p," (13)
Also, in the above, v = m_r/Ao, C, = cos v_o, C_, = cos v_', h,,,,, = V/L '2 - A_.R,
A,n,_ are the roots of ' 0, A,n n _ 1 mn mn zl ,Bv(Am,_p2 ) = -R < 12> e -jh="(:'-- ) and
< >R._,, and R .... are the reflection coefficients for mode (m, 71) at z = -1 and
z = z2, respectively. For shorted terminals Rmn = --1, and for matched termi-
nals /_mn = 0.
The integrals in (9) call be evaluated analytically through the transformation
of variables, resulting in
"}t>q'iJ((l) _--- J0 a-tt, a0 J-u' OT:(r, r') sin ari _ sill oqj_'d_l'd_'dod _
= -j'_e _ k B(m'n)Iiff (m) [':{; (m, n)+ 1:{,_ (,n, n)] 14)
rn:0 n=0
where I2(m)= I_(m)IJ(,n)with
s;(o)= _ Is)
l_,(,n) p2 Z sgn(U)sin v= -- +6i+U m 7_0 16)
lY
U =-t- v
and di denotes the offset of the ith slot from the center of the waveguide. Also,
(h'-_- a_i)Li
*,riiot'm,'l) = C(m. n) {l + (-1) p+q] [1-(-1)'e -jh="c'] +6pv a;i" _hFnn"
(17)
ij ll)eq:jhm.[(,zm-zoj)-(L,-Lj)/2 ]I=0(m,n) = C(m,
• [1-(-1)Pe Tjh''L'] [1-(-1)qe mjh='k'] zoi > Zoj (18)
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with
A_n n otpi Otqj (19)
C(m, n) - 2jhmnAmn ot_i _ h2mn Otqj - h2mn
and zoi and :oj denote the center of the ith and jth slots, respectively. Finally,
I:imiJ (m, n) can be written in three parts as
I_{ m (m, n) ij ij ij= lzx(rn, n) + I:_(m,n)+ l:a(m,n ) (20)
with
I_] (,n, n) = -C(m, n)R<,_e -jh'"[(=°' +_°,)-(L' +L')/2- 2='l
• [1- (-1),'_ -_,-_, ] [1 -(-1)_ -_,--L,] (21)
I_J(m,n) ---- -C(m,n)Rmne> -jh_.[2:_-(:o. ,+zo,)+(L,+L,)/2]
• [1- (-1£e_ ^--L,] [1 -(-1),eJ_--L,] (22)
[ii (m 1l) z-,t_ __ r'_< r_> -2jhm.(z_-zt)Z3k _ =. 'L.,_llt.,_ ;_)rtrnnl"tmne
• [I + (-1) p+q] [1 - (-1)re jh_"L'] (23)
I;Ja(rn, n) = C(m, n)R<,nR>,,_e-2Jh'°"(=_'-Z')eJh_"l('°'-"°')-(L'-L')/21
• [1 -- (--1)rd :jh_'"L'] [1 --(--1)qe ±jhm°LJ] :oi <>:oj.(24)
While the summation in (14) can be evaluated without any difficulty when
i # j, its evaluation when i = j invoh, es a slowly converging series given by
S(m) = Z B(m, n)I_'o = S,(m) + S2(m) (25)
n----O
where
C,D
&(_) = _ B(_,_)C(=,,_)[_+ (-_)_+q][i- (-i£_-_-L'] (26)
n----0
O0 9
S2(m)= _ B(m,n)Gq(k"- a_3L_ (27)
,_=o _, - hL,
To show this, let us examine the asymptotic behavior of the series when n _ c_.
Using the asymptotic expression of the Besse[ functions for large arguments, we
obtain the approximate solution to the eigenvalue equation B_(),mnp2) = 0 as
nTr
_ ~ -- (28)
P2 --Pl
and hence
nTr
jh,n,_ ... (29)
P2 --Pl
1 2
B(rn, c_) ,-- 1 + 30,n k2(P2 - Pl)P20o" (30)
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Clearly,tileasymptoticformof thetermsin $1 (m) is proportional to n-3 and
that in S2(ra) is proportional to n -2. To accelerate the convergence of S2(m),
we apply the Kummer transform [26] to (27), resulting in
s_(,n) = &_(k"_- _,)L, _:o [_, - h_o _ ._ + ;_
+ P._-Pl B(m, oc x'-
7r. = r12+
where
The first summation in (31) converges rapidly and the second summation in
(31) can be written in a closed form as
{ _-'k;[_+_'cOth_'x] I] x >0
i -_ (33)
n =0 _ -t- 7;" cot 3-"
In passing, we note that when Pl and P2 "-_ oc, the expressions for sectoral
waveguides reduce to those for the corresponding rectangular waveguides with
P2 a
- (34)
, ,n_); (, nTr,_-" (35)
2 1
the following substitutions
B(m,n) - 1 + 6ore k2ab (36)
where a -- plA¢ or p_A¢ and b = P2 - Pl are the dimension of the rectangular
waveguide.
C. Generalized Admittance Matrix Elements for Region b
The admittance matrix elements due to the external coupling in region b are
given by
" iiii)pq(b) = Gb:z(r,r')sinori_ sinoqj_' dS dS' (37)
s"s;
where G_z isthe ,i_-component of the magnetic-source magnetic-fielddyadic
Green's functionfor the conducting cylinder. The rigorousexpressionsof the
dyadic Green's functioninvolveinfiniteseriesand infiniteintegrationsof Han-
keI's('unctions[27],[28].Although theseexpressionscan be converted into the
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forms suitable to numerical calculation [28], it is still very time consul]ring to
compute the matrix elements, especially when the cylinder is large. Therefore,
it is necessary to seek the fast converging asymptotic solutions. Five different
approximate asymptotic solutions have been developed ill tile past and these
are denoted as PINY [29], UI [30], OSU [31], B-L [24], and TSB [25] solutions,
and each has its accuracy and range of validity. A comparative study [28] shows
that the B-L and TSB solutions offer the best overall accuracy, and these two
solutions are complementary to each other. More specifically, the B-L solution
is more accurate when tile field point is near the source or in the paraxial region
while the TSB solution is better when the field point is far from the source and
off axis.
The B-L solution [24] is given by
O:-`-G0(t) v(3) +0(a-_) -3cos 2
(]3v,(fl) rllcos_,O+( /11[]'2 [,'-6" 2 187 .,:'-- + 3tan20 I} (38)
-_cos-o)
and the TSB solution [25] is given by
{ [(3.G. - CoU) ,,(_)[cos_-0+ 0(1- 0)(2-3cos-_0)]- 0 ,.(._)_5s,u-0-
1 , j.L}v(,)(3) ] }+v,(_) (_ 3617sin20)+t'2(/_)('_sin't}+_0)+ .-5-° j (39)
where t = _/(:- :')_-(_-_')'-', 0 = arctan[(z- :')/(_- _')], 4 = j/ht,
[3 = (kcosaO/2R")W3t, and v, vl, v2, and v_1) are the surface Fock functions,
all defined in [24], [25], and Appendix C.
When i = j, G_-` has a t -3 singularity as t -+ 0, and a regularization is
needed to evaluate the integrals in (37). To do this, we first rewrite (38) as [25]
[30]
G_: = G°.. + G..: (40)
where
S°: = CoU)[cos-_+0(,-0)(2-3cos20)] (4_)
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It can be shown that G°z is the 55--"_omponent of the dyadic Green's function
for an infinite conducting ground plane, given by
G°z k2 ( 1 02) e-jkt= -- 1 + p. (43)j_# fizz2 2rt
whereas Gz: can be considered as the perturbation due to the curvature of the
cylinder, with a singularity of t -3/2 as t --+ 0. As a result, the self-admittance
matrix element can be _yritten as
,ii .....),q(b) = rf"(b) + Y;;(b). (44)
Using integration of part and transformation of variables, }'r°_i(b) can be written
as [S]
};°;'(b)" - Jw"k2 1 + (-1)P+q j_oL'j[o_W2rrk_ ----Te-JktF(u,v) dvdu (45)
where t = v/_ + v 2 and
"'7- 2' IO;,i[R --
'_;,-o_, L P ¢ q
F(u, v) r ]
• _ o 1 q ") "
p=q.
(46)
The integral in (45) becomes regular when evaluated in the polar coordinates.
To evaluate the perturbation term in (44), we first let _ = R_, 7]' = R_',
where R = P3, and write it as
Y, ii fL, ['x, L, w)pq(b)= f / Gz_((-(',q-,l')sinapi_sinaqi('dq'd('drld_.Jo J- wdO d--w
(47)
Introducing the transformations u = 4 - _', v = r/- r/, u' = _ + _' - Li, and
v' = 7/+ r/, and observing that G_,(u,v) is an even function of u and v, we
obtain
-. r 1))Gzz(ll, u)F(ll) dlJ dll (48)
where
_{_,) = {
_.--v-.-.-.-.-.-.-._-_,[% _%, t( 1 )P+qapi sin aqiu - aqisinapiu] p ¢ q
(Li- u)cosapiu + +sin apiu p = q.
(49)
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With another transformation u = t cos0, and v = t sin0, (48) becomes
= + + /
•(2w - t sin O) G=, (t, O) F"(t, O) t dO dt (50)
where 00 = tan- 1 (2w/Li) and Gz: (t, 0) has the same form as (42). The integrals
in (50) become regular by letting t = r", which can be evaluated by expanding
the integrand in terms Of the power of r and using Gaussian quadrature. The
Fock function can evaluated using its small-argument expansions.
When i ¢ j, the expression for the admittance matrix elements can be
written as
}pq (b) = G:: (z - z , R(_ - _')) sin api_ sin e%i(' dq' d_' dq d(
dO J--wdO J--w
(51)
using the coordinate transformation
: - -' = (_ - _') + (:o_ - :o_) + (L, - L_)/2 (52)
R(; - ¢') = (rl - 7/) + R(_o, - ¢oj)
where _-_o, and _oj are the coordinates of the center of the ith and jth slot,
respectively.
In practical slot arrays, the length difference between the slots is small. In
this case, we can use the average slot length of the two slots to approximate
their length, that is,
Li ._ Lj _ (Li + Lj)/2 _ L. (53)
Using the transformations u = ( - (_ and u' = _ + (' - L, and the midpoint
integration, we obtain
],_,'_(b) = 2w "2[L [Gz:(u)+ (-l)P+qG=:(-u)] ?(u)du (54)
dO
where F(u) is given by (49) by replacing L, with L, and O':, (u) is given by (38)
and (39) with the transformations z - z' = u + (zoi - :0j) and R(_ - _') =
R(_0_ - _0j).
In passing, we note that in this work, the TSB asymptotic solution is used
for two distant slots whose centers have the same ---coordinate, whereas the
B-L asymptotic solution is employed for all other cases. We also note that the
asymptotic solution of the surface fields on a cylinder can be interpreted as the
creeping waves propagating from the source to the field point along the surface
5O
of cylinder. In general, there are at least two creeping waves. However, for an
open cylindrical surface, only the shortest one has to be considered.
D. Generalized Admittance Matriz Elements for Re9ion c
It can be shown (Appendix B) that the magnetic field in the cavity (region c
with a sectoral cross-section), formed by the slot with its two apertures covered
by a perfectly conducting surface, due to the surface magnetic current -6(p-
p') sin avi( is given by
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H_(p,p') = -:---- R(p,p') sin avi,_ (55)
J_p
where 32 = [k-'-_,i[ and
C B(p2,p) B(p3,p') p < p'R(p,p') = C B(p3,p) B(p3,p') P > P' (56)
with
c (1/_)[m(m, "B" " (57)= p j tp3, p j - B(pa, R')B'(p,_,,p')]-
{ J_(3p')}o(;3p) - }o_(3p')Jo('3p) l; > car,B(p', p) = (58)
I_(]3p')A'o(_p) - I,'_(_flp')lo(/3p) L" < a m.
It is easy to see that
B'(P2,P2) = B'(p3,p3) = 0 (59)
1 1
B(p2, P2) = 3P---_-' B(p3, p3) = 3p---_ (60)
Using (55), we obtain the expressions for the generalized admittance matrix
elements for region c as
,ij}m(c,S[ S;) Liw13 B(p3,P2); = :" --'-- 6ijdpq (61)
);zp B'(p3, P2)
,.ij(c, Si;Sf) : Liw3 -1)m 3wt_ j3p2B'(p2, P3) 6ij6pq (62)
.O(c,S_;S]) = Liw8 1
3,':I_ 3p3B'(p3, p__) 6ij_vq (63)
,ij .E.._ Liu,13 -B(p2,p3))vq(c,5, ,_j ) =
.1_'# B'(p2,P3) dijOpq. (64)
When P2 and P3 "_ oo, the expressions above reduce to those for a rectangular
cavity as
..u s[;s_)= -u n. : cotat_u_q (65)}pq(C, }pq(C,S i ,S_)- Liu'fl
3,z l_
.U(c,S[;Sy ) .ij(c, SZi .Si) Liw/3 -1}pq = }pq , -- : 6ijdpq (66)
J,zp sin 3t
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for k > opi, and
for k < am.
)_;J(c,S'[;Sf) = )_/_(c,S_;sf) = L!U'dcoth]3tSOSvq (67)
v'J" s'[,S_) .ij n 4i L_wB -1• )rq(c,& ;bj) :- pq tC, = -- (Sij(Spq (68))w,u sinh 13t
E. Excitatzon Vector "
Consider an incident plane wave of arbitrary polarization and incident angle,
whose electric field is given by
E i_¢ = (0 '''_ cos _, + ¢'_ sin tc,)e -j_" _'"_ " (69)
where _ is the polarization angle, (0 me, _i,_c) denote the incident angles, and
(i.inc, oinc, _inc) are the unit vectors. In the computation of the excitation
vector, the primary field, H pri ill (2), is the sum of the incident field and the
field scattered by the cylinder in the absence of all the slots. This field is given
t)3'
Hp:'i ;=;a =-'*'°sin_"sinO"_c cJk:c°sO'"':'tl(kpasinOinC'_:-_"'"c) (70)
where
2 y--,_ 2 jn cos n_
M(x, 4) (71)
j-77 nZ_o 1 + don H(2) _
From (70) we obtain the elements of the excitation vector as
lpi = /f HP:_i ;=p3 sin avi _ dS
s:
= 4Y? A_L..______,sin _5 sin 0 'no ejk'°' ¢°_°'"_fv(Oi"¢ )
p,,r
.M(kpa sin 0 ine, 9oi - Vine, A_) (72)
where
COS \ 2 COS
fv(O) = 1- cosO (k@cosO)
2 @, 2 j_ cosn_ Sam(n A_)
p = odd
(73)
p = even
(74)
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in which A T = w/pa, and Sam(x) is a sampling function defined a.s
1 x = 0 (75)Sam(x) = sinx/x x 7£O.
For narrow slots, we can use the midpoint integration to find
Ipi = 4Yo A_L____L sin _, sin 0 i''c ejk:°' cos o'"¢ fp (oir, c)M (kp3 sin 0 i'c, ;oi - _i,_c).
p-x
•. (76)
When x becomes large, M(x, _) for tile lit region can be evaluated more effi-
ciently using the expression [27]
M(x, _) _ 2e j'¢°S_ (77)
which can be considered as the geometrical optics approximation. Note that
(77) has the same accuracy as Gorianiov' more complicated expression [32]. For
the neighborhood of the shadow boundary and the shadow region, M(x, _) can
be evaluated using the expression obtained using the Watson transformation
and Fock theory [27],
_ ]
where g(x) is the far-zone Fock function, whose definition is given in [27], [33],
[34] and Appendix C.
F. Scattered Fzeld and RCS
Once the equivalent magnetic currents on the slot apertures are found, we
can compute the scattered field, which can be considered as the radiated field
due to the equivalent magnetic currents. Using the Fourier transform and far-
field approximation [35], it can be shown that the field radiated by M( is
Eo = 0 (79)
E_ jku, Lie -jkr' _ N'u I/ilt
-- sin 0 M (kpa sin 0, _oi - _, A_) _ ---_-g (0) (80)27r2 r F
p=l
where rl = r- zoi cos 0. For a narrow slot on a large cylinder, we can again
use the approximation described in preceding subsection to simplify the far-field
calculation.
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The RCS of the slot array is defined as
a= lim 47rr°" I E'er(r) 12r--,oo EInC(r)
where E 'c" is the total scattered field from the slot array.
(81)
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
The formulation described above has been implemented in a computer pro-
gram and a variety of numerical results have been obtained to study the effects
of various factors on RCS. Because of limited space, we present only some typical
results.
For all the examples considered, the cross-section of sectoral waveguides is
given by ½(Pl + P2)A¢ = 21 mm and P2 - Pl = 10.16 mm. The distance
between the center-lines of the adjacent waveguides is 22 mm, measured on the
surface of the cylinder. The adjacent slots on the same waveguide are spaced
A,30/2 apart in the z direction, where A_0 is the waveguide wavelength at the
working frequency. The shorted planes are placed A90/4 away from the first
and last slots, respectively. In order to avoid the numerical overflow in the
computation of the generalized admittance elements for the shorted waveguides
at the working frequency, the position of the shorted planes is displaced by Az,
which can be considered as an acceptable manufacturing tolerance. All other
parameters, unless otherwise specified, are given by: 2u, = 1.0 mm, Li = 1.6
ram, _i = 1.5 mm, At = 0.8 ram, Az = 0.01 mm, ¢ = 900 , and the working
frequency .to = 9.1 GHz. The normal at the center of the array is 6 = 900 and
= 0° in the spherical coordinate system.
The computer program was first validated by comparing its solution to those
obtained by MoM and FEM [23] for a single slot on a planar surface. Good
agreement was observed between the three solutions.
To demonstrate the effect of the curvature of the host cylinder on the RCS
of a conformal slot array, Figs. 3 to 6 show the RCS for Pl = o_, Pl = 500 cm,
Pl = 200 cm, Pl = 100 cm, and Pl = 50 cm in both E- and H-planes. As can be
seen, the cylinder's curvature has a significant effect on the patterns and values
of the RCS in the E-plane. When Pl becomes large, the RCS approaches that
for a planar array. When Pl decreases, the grating lobes begin to disappear
and the maximum RCS decreases. In contrast, the pattern of the RCS in the
H-plane remains the same and only the value of the RCS is decreased as Pl
decreases.
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To further demonstrate the effect of the cylinder's curvature on tile RCS,
Fig. 7 presents the space distribution of the RCS for Pl = oo, Pl = 200 cm,
Pl = 100 cm, and Pl = 30 cm. As can be seen clearly, as Pl decreases the
grating lobes in the E-plane is dilated where the pattern in the H-plane remains
the same.
To show tile effect of the waveguide terminals on the RCS, Fig. 8 gives the
RCS of a 8 x 8 conformal slot array (Pl = 100 cm) when the waveguide terminals
are matched and shorted. It can be seen that when the plane wave is incident
normally on the cylinder (0 = 90°), the RCS is very small for the array with
shorted terminals. This is because at the working frequency, the wave entered
the waveguide is reflected by the shorted terminals and the reflected wave cancels
the incident wave at the slot. Thus, tile total electric field or the total equivalent
magnetic current is zero at tile aperture of the slot. An alternative explanation
is that with the shorted terminals, the equivalent impedance looking at the
aperture of the slots is zero. Therefore, when the shorted planes are displaced,
the equivalent impedance will be changed and so is the RCS. This is clearly
demonstrated in Fig. 9.
Figure 10 shows the effect of the slot thickness on the RCS. As can be seen,
at the working frequency, the slot thickness has no effect on the RCS when
the waveguides are matched and when the waveguides are shorted, it has a
significant effect. This effect can also be explained using the concept of the
equivalent impedance.
Finally, Fig. 11 shows tile frequency responses of a 8 x 8 array (Pl = 100 cm)
with matched and shorted terminals, respectively. It is very interesting to note
that the RCS of the slot array is almost identical no matter the waveguides are
matched or shorted when the frequency is not close to the working frequency.
At the working frequency, the RCS is substantially different. This implies that
when the frequency of the incident wave is not close to the working frequency of
the slot array, the energy entering the waveguides is very trivial and the main
contribution to the RCS is the wave scattered by the slots directly. Therefore,
in this case the dominant factor is the geometry of the slots, instead of the
structures behind the slots. Figure 12 shows the space distribution of the RCS
of a 16 x 16 array (pl = 100 cm) at three different frequencies.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a method of moments (MoM) solution was developed for elec-
tromagnetic scattering by a cylindrically conformal waveguide-fed slot array.
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The equivalence principle was first employed to formulate tile problem in terms
of integral equations. Various dyadic Green's functions required in the formu-
lation were derived and the integral equations were solved using the MoM in
conjunction with global sinusoidal basis functions and Galerkin's testing proce-
dure. The MoM solution requires the evaluation of the generalized admittance
matrices involving some slowly-converging series. The slow convergence of the
series associated with the summation of waveguide modes was accelerated using
the Kummer transformation and the slow convergence of the series associated
with the summation of the exterior modes was avoided by using the asymp-
totic solutions with proper treatment for singular integrals. The evaluation of
the excitation vector and scattered field was also accelerated using Watson's
transformation and asymptotic solutions. Numerical results were presented to
illustrate the scattering characteristics of the cylindrically conformal waveguide-
fed slot arrays, such as the effects of curvature, slot thickness, and waveguide
termination on the radar cross section of the arrays. It was observed that (i)
as the curvature of the host cylinder increases, the grating lobes in the E-plane
dilate and eventually disappear and the maxinmm RCS is reduced; (ii) the inter-
nal structure of the waveguides such as the waveguide terminals has negligible
effect on the RCS when the frequency of the incident wave is not close to the
working frequency of the slot array; (iii) at the working frequency the IICS of
the slot array with a shorted terminals at normal incidence changes significantly
with the position of the shorted terminals; and (iv) at the working frequency
the slot thickness has no effect on the RCS of the array with matched terminals
whereas for the array with shorted terminals its effect is noticeable. The numer-
ical method developed are useful in applications such as target identification,
electromagnetic compatibility, EMP penetration, and stealth technology.
APPENDIX A
GREEN'S FUNCTION FOR SECTORAL WAVEGUIDES
For a sectoral waveguide, the magnetic-source magnetic-filed dyadic Green's
function '-_t2)(r, r') is related to the magnetic vector potential dyadic Green's
function _m(r, r') by
= jw----_ 7+ VV . y,, (82)
where _,n satisfies the differential equation
(V -_+ t.'")y m = -75 (r - r'), (83)
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andboundaryconditions
= O. (84)h _ms" =0, fiXVX_m s
In this work, we require only the zz-component, 9mzz, which satisfies the
scalar wave equation
-i + Y + 2+ k'' --
and boundary conditions
Ogm=_ = O,
Op _=p,,p_.
Using the orthogonality relation [20]
we can show that
6(P - P')_(_-_')a(_--'), (85)
P
Og .... _=0,_xo = 0. (86/0#
#2 pBu(.k,,_.p) B_(Amn,p)dp = 6nn,Nx,..,
1
16(p - p') 6(_ - ,y') = 1 + do,. _pN._,..
P m=U n=O
Assuming that
X_'°°@. 2 1gin=:
z...., z_.., 1 + 6o,,_ AO:Vx ....
I;1=0 _l_[J
and substituting into (85), we obtain
+ h_,_,'_ Zm_(Z, 21 )
(87)
!
-- B_,(Am.p)B,. (.\mnp)C¢C_,.
(88)
B,.(A.._p )C¢(,¢,Z,,_. (., :')B,,(A .... p) ' _ - (89)
=-_(_ - _'). (90)
Zm.(:, :') -
Enforcing the boundary conditions at z = zl and z2, which are specified in
terms of the mode reflection coefficients, R<. and R>,_, respectively, we obtain
1 [e_jh..lz_z, I _ R<neJ2h_.Zae_jh_.(z+z, )
2jhmn _m.
o" " i o" • t ]
_Rm.e> -__h_. _._e_h_"(:+_ )+ R_,_R,n,_e<> --3h_'(z_-Z')eJh""lz-z l_91)
The required zz-component =(mGH) can then be obtained from
= =---- 1 + gm_=
j_ t .20z2 J
(92)
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with the aid of the differentiation formula for generalized functions
o2e -jhm"l:-_'l - e -jh""l:-_''l = 2jhmn_(z - z') + h 2 e -jh_"l_-z'l. (93)OzOz' m.
APPENDIX B
FIELD IN THE SLOT-CAVITY
The magnetic field in the slot-cavity, produced by the surface magnetic cur-
rent _(p- p')sin api_, is related to the magnetic vector potential by
H_ = .-:--- 1 + Am, (94)
3wp 1,.20_ ]
where Am_ satisfies the wave equation
(V 2 + k2)Am: = -3(p - p') sin apt(, r E _'c (95)
and boundary conditions
p=p_,p3 OAm_ A,._ _=0,L
OAmz = 0, = 0, = 0. (96)
Op 0_ _=la_ '
Assuming .4,,_ (p, p, _) = R(p, p') sin ari_, we obtain
i d (pdR'_
p dp \ dp / + (k'2 - aii)R = -_(P - p')' (97)
dR p=p_,p_d--; = 0. (gs)
Equation (97) is recognized as the inhomogeneous Bessel's equation of order
zero, whose solution is given by (55)-(58)
APPENDIX C
FOCK FUNCTIONS
In this appendix, we give the definition and related formulas of the Fock
functions used in this paper.
C. 1 The Surface Fock Functions
i) Definition: For a complex z and a real x,
eJ(n+l/2)Tr/2xn+l/2 f tn w2(t) e -jzt dt, n = O, 1,2
_"(_) = 2r(. + 1/2) Jr, w_(t) (99)
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_'/'x'/: f. [w,(t)]'-v(°')('_)- 2v_ , [ '(t)J e-3"dt, (100)
v(x) = vo(x), (101)
v'(x) = [v(x) -vl(x)]/2x, (102)
where
V" dI"
The integration contour" ['t (or F2) goes from o¢ to 0 along tile fine specified by
ang t = -2rr/3 (or ang z = 2r_/3) and from 0 to oo along the real axis.
ii) Small-Argument Asymptotic Expansion: For x < 1,
10
v,,(x) = 1+ (-1) n _ bm(n)(-jx) 3m/2,
rn=l
10
v_l)(x) = ,/_e-J_/4x 1/2 1 + E c°'(--Jx)3m/_" '
m= I
where the coefficients b,n(O), bin(l), b,,,(2), and Cm are given [25].
iii) Residue Series Asymptotic Expansion: For x > 1,
(104)
(105)
7.re_,n-l_2,r,_2xn+t 2i( I ) I I 20 t - - '
v,,(_) = _(_¥_--_ _(tm)" _ "", (106/
rn----1
20 e__t _
_)(x) = v_,e_'/'_'/_" Z (1+ jx_'m) v ._ , (lO7/
m--1
where t_ = la'lexp(-jTr/3), and -a'_ are the zeros of derivative of Airy's
function, Ai'(x).
C.2 The Far-Zone Fock Functions
i) Definition:
1
g(x) = -_ _Fl _e -jxtw2(t) d .
ii) Formulas:
108)
g(x) = 2e-J_/3
10
(x < -3)
A,,,e ''_ (-3 < x < -0.5)
'rn_l
6
1.39937 + Z )_)(_x))n. (-0.5 < x _<0.5)
rrL_--I
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20 ea_ x
= _ ,--. --, (0.5 < _ _<4.0)
= 1.835e -(°ss23.j° s°94)x-j_/a (x > 4.0)
where _ = exp(-j5rr/6), d,_, Am and sm are given in Table I.
(109)
7n
1
d,_
0.7473831
-0.6862081
-2.9495325
-3.4827075
8.9378967
56.1946214
Table 1
Am
-0.3467540381D-13 -j0.2020905526D-12
-0.1469465991D-08 -j0.2834631597D-08
-0.3540987938D+00 j0.1274055399D+00
0.2544176553D-05 -jO.1407419787D-05
-0.2312340815D-03 j0.4465889350D-03
0,1332955205D-01 -j0.2046671398D-01
0.1180944801D+01 j0.1164437839D+01
0.7689249066D+00 -j0.1285238403D+01
-0.2105540865D+00 j0.1312640573D-01
0.1622892013D-02 -j0.1090163259D-02
Srn
-0.8253328597D+01
-0.6157249604D+01
-0.4741573876D+00
-0.4474126917D+01
-0.3001183618D+01
-0.1673939722D+01
0.5728149621D+00
j0.1219314385D+02
j0.9659289583D+01
j0.2711864904D+01
j0.7632294399D+01
j0.5858670248D+01
j0.4236757852D+01
j0.1234148084D+01
0.1413116779D+01 -j0.3362910S94D+00
0.2125953705D+01 -j0.2263304268D+01
0.3117637911D+01 -j0.5238642524D÷01
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Conformal slotted-waveguide array.
Division of three regions and surface magnetic currents.
The effect of the cylinder's curvature on the RCS in the E-plane for
slot array with matched terminals at f = 9.1 GHz. (a)-.- planar,
500 cm, (b) P,1 = 200 em, (c) Pl = 100 cm, (d) ;1 = 50 cm.
The effect of the cylinder's curvature on the RCS in the H-plane for
slot array with matched terminals at f = 9.1 GHz. (a)-.- planar,
500 cm, (b) Pl = 200 cm, (c) Pl = 100 cm, (d) Pl = 50 cm.
Figure 5. The effect of the cylinder's curvature on the RCS in the E-plane for a
16 x 16 slot array with shorted terminals at f = 9.1 GHz. (a)-.- planar,
Px = 500 cm, (b) Pl = 200 cm, (c) pl = 100 cm, (d) Pl = 50 cm.
Figure 6. The effect of the cylinder's curvature on the RCS in tile H-plane for a
16 x 16 slot array with shorted terminals at f = 9.1 GHz. (a)-.- planar,
Pl = 500 cm, (b) Pt = 200 cm, (c) Pt = 100 cm, (d) Pl = 50 cm.
Figure 7. RCS (dBsw) of a 16 × 16 slot array with shorted terminals at f = 9.1
GHz. (a) planar; (b) Pl = 200 cm; (c) Pl = 100 cm; (d) Pl = 30 cm.
Figure 8. The effect of the terminals on the RCS of a 8 x 8 conformal slot array
(Pl = 100 cm). ... matched terminals, -- shorted terminals. (a) E-plane
pattern; (b) H-plane pattern.
Figure 9. The effect of the position of the shorted plane on the RCS of a 8 x 8
conformal slot array (Pl = 100 cm). -- Az = 0.001cm, --. Az = 0.1cm, --.--
Az = lcm. (a) E-plane pattern; (b) H-plane pattern.
Figure 10. The effect of the slot thickness on the RCS of a 8 x 8 conformal slot
array (Pl = 100 em) in the E-plane. _ At = 1 mm,-.. At = 0.4 ram, --.-
At = 0.1 mm. (a) matched terminals; (b) shorted terminals.
Figure 11. RCS of a 8 x 8 conformal slot array (Pl = 50 cm) as a function of
frequency. (a) _in¢ = 900, _nc = 00; (b) 0 inc = 90 °, _nc = 450.
Figure 12. RCS (dBsw) of a 16 × 16 conformal slot array (Pl = I00 cm) at three
frequencies. (a) f = S GHz; (b) f = 9.1 GSz; (c) f = 12 GHz.
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Figure 1: Conformal slotted-waveguide array.
Figure 2: Division of three regions and surface magnetic currents.
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Figure 3: The effect of the cylinder's curvature on the RCS in the E-plane
for a 16 × 16 slot array with matched terminals at f = 9.1 GHz. (a)-.-
planar, -- Pl = 500 cm, (b) Pl = 200 cm, (c) Pl = 100 cm, (d) Pl = 50
cm.
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Figure 4: The effect of the cylinder's curvature on the RCS in the H-plane
for a 16 x 16 slot array with matched terminals at f = 9.1 GHz. (a)---
planar, -- Pl = 500 cm, (b) pl = 200 cm, (c) Pl = 100 cm, (d) Pl = 50
cm.
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Figure 5: The effect of the cylinder's curvature on the RCS in tt'le E-plane
for a 16 x 16 slot array with shorted terminals at f = 9.1 GHz. (a)-.-
planar, -- Pl = 500 cm, (b) p] = 200 cm, (c) Pl = 100 cm. (d) Pl = 50
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Figure 6: The effect of the cylinder's curvature on the RCS in the H-plane
for a 16 x 16 slot array with shorted terminals at f = 9.1 GHz. (a)-.-
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Figure 7: RCS (dBsw) of a 16 × 16 slot array with shorted terminals at
f = 9.1 GHz. (a) planar; (b) pl = 200 cm; (c) pl = 100 cm; (d) pl = 30 cm.
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Figure 8: The effect of the terminals on the RCS of a 8 x 8 conformal slot
array (pl = 100 cm)..-, matched terminals, -- shorted terminals. (a)
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Figure 9: The effect of the position of the shorted plane on the RCS of a 8 x 8
conformal slot array (pl = 100 cm). _ Az = 0.001cm, ... Az = 0.1cm.
-.- Az = lcm. (a) E-plane pattern; (b) H-plane pattern.
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Figure 10: The effect of the slot thickness on the RCS of a 8 x 8 conformal
slot array (Pl = 100 cm) in the E-plane. -- At = 1 mm, ... At = 0.4 mm,
-.- At = 0.1 mm. (a) matched terminals; (b) shorted terminals.
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APPENDIX 4
SCATTERING FROM A LARGE PLANAR SLOTTED
WAVEGUIDE ARRAY ANTENNA
Guo-Xin Fan and Jian-Ming Jin
Electromagnetics Laboratory
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Urbana, Illinois 61801-2991
ABSTRACT
The problem of scattering from a large planar slotted waveguide array
antenna is investigated. The structural scattering and slot scattering are
solved independently through the application of the equivalence principle.
The former is calculated by a high-frequency method, such as the physical
optics (PO) and the shooting and bouncing ray (SBR) method combined
with edge diffraction. The latter is solved using the method of moments
(MoM) in conjunction with global sinusoidal basis functions and Galerkin's
testing technique. Special attention is paid to the evaluation of the ad-
mittance matrix elements, which involve the internal and external mutual
coupling. Numerical results are presented to demonstrate the effects of a
variety of factors on the radar cross section (RCS) of a slot array, and these
include the number of basis functions in the MoM solution, the external mu-
tual coupling between the slots, the waveguide terminations, and the host
object. Also given are the RCS space distribution and the time responses of
slot arrays to illustrate their unique scattering characteristics. The RCS of
a complicated real slot array is given finally to demonstrate the capability
of the numerical method as well as the distinct features of its RCS pattern.
I. INTRODUCTION
Large planar slotted waveguide array antennas are the most common an-
tennas used on modern airborne radars. Because of their unique structures,
their radar signature has a number of very unique characteristics. The study
of these characteristics is important for applications such as target identi-
fication, electromagnetic compatibility, and stealth technology. Recently,
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we presented a method of moments (MoM) solution to scattering from a
cylindrically conformal slotted waveguide array antenna [1]. The formula-
tion is complicated because of the complex nature of the problem. Although
the method can also be applied to planar slotted waveguide array antennas
by treating these antennas as the limiting case of a cylindrically conformal
array antenna with its radius approaching infinity, the solution is unneces-
sarily complicated and time consuming. Because of the practical importance
of planar slot arrays, in this paper we present a specific MoM solution to
this problem based on much simplified formulas, with an emphasis on the
analysis of large arrays.
The scattering from a slotted waveguide array antenna consists of two
parts: the slot scattering and the structural scattering. The former is con-
tributed by the slots, and the latter is contributed by the surface of the
antenna and the host object. In practical applications, slot arrays are usu-
ally placed in the region where only the direct incident field reaches. Be-
cause of this, the slot scattered field and the structural scattered field can
be solved separately through the application of the equivalence principle. In
this paper, we employ a high-frequency method, such as the physical optics
(PO) and the shooting and bouncing ray (SBR) method combined with edge
diffraction, to take into account the structural scattering and the MoM to
characterize the slot scattering.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the formulation for
the analysis of planar slot arrays, and the emphasis is given to the calculation
of all kinds of the generalized admittance matrix elements. Section III gives
several typical numerical examples to illustrate the scattering properties of
planar slot arrays, such as the effect of the aperture modes and external
mutual coupling, the RCS space and probability distribution, the effect of the
host object or platform, and the time response of a slot array. A complicated
real slot array is considered finally to demonstrate the capability of the
numerical method as well as the distinct features of its RCS pattern.
II. THEORY
Consider the planar slotted waveguide array antenna depicted in Fig. 1.
The waveguides have a width a and height b, and their upper walls have a
thickness t. Each waveguide may have a different length and may be divided
into several sections. Each section is terminated with an arbitrary load. All
the radiating slots are longitudinal and have the same width 2w; however,
they may have a different length and a different offset with respect to the
center-line of the waveguides.
In accordance with the equivalence principle, the field outside the an-
tenna can be decoupled from those inside the antenna by covering the slots
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Figure1: A planarslottedwaveguidearrayantenna.
with a perfectconductorand introducingan equivalentmagneticcurrent
overthe aperturesof the slots. Therefore,the total scatteredfield can be
decomposedinto twoparts. Oneis thefield scatteredby the surfaceof the
antennawith all the slotscoveredby a perfectconductorand this is of-
ten referredto the structuralscatteredfield (or structuralmode),denoted
as Estr_. The otherpart is the field radiatedby the equivalentmagnetic
currentsandthis is oftenreferredto asthe slot scatteredfield (or antenna
mode),denotedasEsl°t. Thetotal scatteredfieldcanthenbewritten as
E'C°(r) = + E'Z°'(r). (1)
When the surface of the antenna is illuminated only by the incident
wave and when there is no multiple reflection between the antenna and its
host object, the structural scattered field and the slot scattered field can be
solved for separately. Since there are many efficient high-frequency methods
available to calculate the structural scattered field, we focus on the solution
of the slot scattered field.
A. Integral Equations and MoM Solution
Consider the ith slot. Its lower and upper apertures, denoted as S I and
S_ respectively, divide the space into three regions: the waveguide region
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(denoted as region a), the external region (denoted as region b), and the
slot region (denoted as region c) since the slot has a finite thickness. By
imposing the continuity of the tangential magnetic fields on S 1 and S_, we
obtain the integral equations satisfied by the equivalent magnetic currents,
M / and M_, as
y_ H_i(Mj)_ I + HC/(M/) - H_i(M/I) = 0 r e S[ (2)
J
b I H_i(M_)- H_i(M/) = H_'H_i(M/) + r e S_ (3)
J
where M / denotes the equivalent magnetic current on S I and M( denotes
the equivalent magnetic current on S_, H _ denotes the magnetic field in
region (_, H pri denotes the primary field which is the sum of the incident
field and the field scattered by the antenna without the slots, and finally, the
subscript r denotes the tangential component of the associated field. Note
that the summation in (2) is carried out for all inner apertures in the same
waveguide, and the summation in (3) is carried out for all outer apertures.
For narrow slots, we can choose the global sinusoidal basis functions to
expand each equivalent magnetic current
NI,H
3
M/'1 = iMJ'" = } E V/J sin aqj{ r E S J'" (4)
q=l
where aqj = qrr/Lj with Lj being the length of the jth slot, N_ 'I denotes
the number of basis functions, and { varies from 0 at the one end of the
slot to Lj at the other end. By employing Galerkin's technique, the integral
equations can be converted into the matrix equation given by
[ ]{ }(/Sl;4)] t01ij ij
(5)
In the equation above, the generalized admittance matrix elements and ex-
citation vector elements have the same physical meaning as those of the
conformal slot array [1].
We note that for slots of zero thickness, the edge condition is often em-
ployed to represent the transverse variation of the equivalent magnetic cur-
rent [2]-[4], which makes the evaluation of the matrix elements difficult. For
slots of finite thickness as is the case for practical applications, the singularity
is much weaker than for the zero thickness case. As a result, the equivalent
magnetic current can be expanded in terms of the global sinusoidal basis
functions with a uniform transverse distribution. Such an expansion has
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beensuccessfullyusedin thepastfor the analysisof rectangularwaveguide
slot radiationproblems[5]-[8].
B. Generalized Admittance Matrix Elements for Region a
The admittance matrix elements due to the internal coupling in the rect-
angular waveguide (region a) are given by
ypi_(a) = ////G_z(r,r')sino_pi _ sinaqj_' dS dS' (6)
s[ s;
where G_z is the _-component of the magnetic-source magnetic-field dyadic
Green's function for the rectangular waveguide, which is given by
a_z = jwe_-_ __B(m,n)CxCx,CyCy, 5(z- z')
rn----0n=0
A_,_ [e-jhm.tz-z'l _ Rm,_e< j2h,,,.z_ e-Jh'"(_+z')2jhmnA.._
> -JZhm"zaeJh""('+z') (1- A,_,_)e jh'''lz-z'l] } (7)-Rm,_e + .
In this expression,
2 2 1
B(m, n) = 1 + 5ore 1 + 5o,_ k2ab (8)
and Cz = cosux, Cx, = cosux', Cy = cospy, Cy, = cos/_y', u = mTr/a, # =
nTr/b, Ai,_ = u 2 + #2 hmn = v/k 2 - A_,_, Amn = 1 - R<,_R>ne-Jhm"(z2-z'),
and R<_ and R>_ are the reflection coefficients for mode (m, n) at the two
ends of the waveguide, located at z = z, and z = z_, respectively•
The integrals in (6) can be evaluated analytically through the change of
variables, resulting in
fL, fw fL, f_ G:z(r, r')sin _,i_ sin o%j_'d_?'d_'d_d_Y;'_(a) = _o:-_:o_-_
O0 O0
_ j _ _ E E B(m, (m,n)] (9)
m=O n=O
where
/_J(m) = [2wsinc(uw)]2cos[u(2+Si)]cos[u(2+S5) ] (10)
(k2 - @)L_
I ii'zo(m,n) = C(m,n)[1 + (-1) p+q] [1-(--l)Pe -jhm'L'] + pq _--2---_-'T-
t_pi -- ,emn
(11)
ij n) e _: jhrnn[(z°t -zojIzo(m , n) = C(m, )-(Li-Lj)/2]
• [1- (-1)Pe _:jhm"L'] [1- (-1)% +Shm"L_ ] Zoi >zoi (12)
8O
with
X2n _pi _qj (13)
_ 2 _ h_.C(m, n) 2jh,_nAm,_ a2pi h2rn,_aqj
in which 6i denotes the offset of the ith slot from the center of the waveguide,
and Zoi and z0j denote the center of the ith and jth slots, respectively.
Finally, I_i m (m, n) are the same as those in [1].
For the mutual coupling between different slots (that is, when i ¢ j),
the summation of the double series in (9) can be evaluated directly without
any difficulty due to the fast evanescence of higher-order waveguide modes.
For the self coupling element (that is, when i = j), its evaluation involves a
slowly converging series, given by
oo k -- O_pi 2 oo
B(m, n)6pq 7"_""-Z_-- -- _pqLi 2 1
- = 1 x
(14)
where x 2 - (b/Tr)2(_2pi - k2 + u2). However, this term can be evaluated
analytically in a closed form since
oo 2 1 7r
E = - coth 7rx. (15)
_=01 + _0_ n 2 + x 2 x
C. Generalized Admittance Matrix Elements for Region b
The admittance matrix elements due to the external coupling in region
b are given by
////Ypq(b) = Gbzz(r,r')sinapi_ sinaqj_'dSdS'
s,. s,
(16)
where Gb_ is the 22-component of the magnetic-source magnetic-field dyadic
Green's function for the outer space. As usual, when the surface of the
antenna is large enough and the interference from the surrounding objects
can be ignored, Gzb_ can be approximated by the corresponding Green's
function G°z for an infinite conducting ground plane,
k2 ( 1 02) e-jkt-- 1 + k2 _zz2 27rt (17)Gbzz "_ G°z jw#
where t= x/(x- x') 2 + (z- z') 2.
When the source point and the field point are in the same aperture (that
is, when i = j), Gbz has a t -3 singularity as t -+ 0, and a regularization is
needed to evaluate the integrals. However, this singularity can be leduced
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As a result, iiY_q(b) can be
+ [,V2f2WsinO }
J$o JO
(18)
to the order of t -1 using integration by parts.
written as
. k2 l+(_l)V+,{ ffofL,/¢o*OY;q(b) -= jw# 2_rk 2 Jo J0
xF(t sin 8, t cos 8) e -jkt dt dO
where 80 -- tan -1 (2w/Li) and
2(2w-v) r 2 2 • aCu_aqi(k2_o?pi) Sin_p,U]
o_"';_--_. [ Olpi(k --O_qi)Sln
F(u,v) = (2w- v) [(Li - u)(k 2 -agi) V# qcosQ'piu++(k2+a_i)sinolp, u]
p=q.
(19)
In arriving at (18), we have applied a series of variable transformations [7].
When i # j, the expression for the mutual admittance matrix elements
can be written as
G_z (x - x', z - z') sin avi _ sin c%i_' dr/' d_' dr/d_
(20)
Yj(b) Jo
with
z - z' = (_ - _') + (zoi - zoj) + (L_ - Lj)/2 (21)
x - _' = (r/- r/')+ (xoi - zoo)
where Xoi and Xoj are the coordinates of the center of the ith and jth slots,
respectively. For large practical slot arrays, the length difference between the
slots is small. Using the average slot length of the two slots to approximate
their lengths [7], [8], that is,
Li _ Lj _ (Li + Lj)/2 _ L, (22)
and introducing the transformations u = _ -_' and u _ = _ + _' - L, with the
aid of the midpoint integration, we have
[G0(u) + (-1)P+qGo(-U)] F(u) du (23)
where
Yp/J (b) = 2w 2 fo L
and
k 2 e-Jkx/(xo,-xo:)_+(u+zo,-zo:) 2
Go(u) = (24)
jw# 27r_/(Xoi - Xoj) 2 + (u + Zoi - Zoj) 2
2
2 [(-1)P+qaP 'sin aq, u -aq, sin o_viu] p # q
._(u) = %_ - % (25)
(Li u) coso_piu + _l sin_piu p-q.
O_pi
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D. Generalized Admittance Matrix Elements for Region c
The procedure similar to that in [1] can be employed to obtain the ex-
pressions for the generalized admittance matrix elements for region c. The
magnetic field in the cavity formed by the slot with its two apertures covered
by a perfectly conducting sheet, produced by the surface magnetic current
$5(y - y') sin c_pi_, is related to the magnetic vector potential by
Hz - j._# 1 + k--_O(--.--ff Amz (26)
where Amz satisfies the wave equation
(V 2 + k_)Am_ = -5(y - y') sin api_, r 6 Vc (27)
and the boundary conditions
OAmZoxx=+w = O, OA,,_Zoyu=o,t = O, Am_ _=O,L, ----- O. (28)
Assuming Amz(x, y, _) = Y (y, y') sin api_, we have
d2y
dy 2 + _:Y = -5(y - y'), (29)
dY y=o,tdy = 0. (30)
_/ffi '_/fa-_ -k 2 for k < api. Thewhere _ = - c_i for k > _pi, and _ = 3 i
y v "
solution of (29) and (30)is
Y(y, y') = - cosZy< cosZ(t - y>)/Zsin Zt (31)
where y< = min(y,y'), y> = max(y, y'). Evaluating the inner product be-
tween the aperture magnetic fields and the testing functions, we finally ob-
tain
_';'_(c,s[;sf)= v;_(c,sL s,') -
v;'g(c,s[;sf )=Y;_(c,s,";sJ) -
L_Wflcot _3t 6ij6pq (32)
LiwZ
jw# csc/_t 606pq. (33)
E. Excitation Vector
For an incident plane wave of arbitrary polarization and incident angle,
whose electric field is given by
Ei_C = (_i_ cos _b+ q_i_¢sin ¢)e -jki"¢'r (34)
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where ¢ is the polarization angle and (0inc, ¢inc) denote the incident angles,
we obtain the elements of the excitation vector as
Ipi =-2-g----_4wY°°_Pi[( l)peJk,L, - 1] sin ¢ sin OinCsinc(k=w)
api - kz
X e j[k= (xoi+_i)+ku Yo+k, (zoi-Li/2)1 (35)
where Y0 denotes the y coordinate of the upper apertures of the slots. Note
that for scattering calculation, the spherical coordinate system is defined
such that the normal at the center of the array is 0 = 900 and ¢ = 0°,
which is obviously different from the rectangular coordinates used for the
waveguides.
F. Scattered Field and RCS
Once the equivalent magnetic currents on the slot apertures are found, we
can compute the scattered field by slots, which is the radiated field due to the
equivalent magnetic currents. Meanwhile, for a large array, we can employ
a high-frequency method, such as PO or SBR, to calculate the structural
scattered field. The total scattered field is the sum of these two fields.
The RCS of the slot array antenna is defined as
] E_C_(r) 2 r E,l°t(r)+Estr_(r) 2.a = lim 47rr 2 = lim 41rr 2 (36)r-_ EinC(r ) _¢¢ E;_(r)
Another parameter of practical importance is the RCS probability of a slot
array antenna over a space solid angle l'_0, which can be defined as
1//P(a >_ ao) = _oo U [a(O, ¢) - ao] sin 0 dO de (37)
flo
where ao is a given value of RCS, and U(x) is the unit step function.
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
For all the examples considered except for those mentioned otherwise,
the cross-section of waveguides is given by a = 21 mm and b = 5.0 ram.
The distance between the center-lines of the adjacent waveguides is 22 mm.
The adjacent slots on the same waveguide are spaced Ag0/2 apart in the z
direction, where Ago is the waveguide wavelength at the working frequency.
The shorted planes are placed Ago/4 away from the first and last slots, re-
spectively. All other parameters, unless otherwise specified, are given by:
2w = 1.6 mm, Li = 16 mm, 5i = 1.5 mm, t = 0.8 mm, ¢ = 90 °, and the
working frequency f0 = 9.1 GHz.
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To verify the theoryaboveandthecomputerprogram,comparisonsare
madebetweenits solutionandthoseobtainedby MoM andFEM [9] for a
singleslot andfourslotsonasinglewaveguide.Goodagreementisobtained
betweenthe threesolutions. In addition, the validationis alsoconfirmed
by comparisonsbetweenthe resultsof a planarslot arrayand thoseof a
conformalslot arrayona very largecylinderasshownin [1].
We first study the effectof the numberof basisfunctionsor aperture
modesin (4)on the calculationof RCS.Thechoiceof this numberdepends
on severalfactors,suchasthe slot offset,the heightof waveguide,andfre-
quency.In largepracticalslotarrays,theslotoffsetis usuallysmall.Numer-
ical resultsshowthat within afinite bandwidthnearthe workingfrequency,
only threemodesareneededfor a goodaccuracy.In manycases,especially
at afrequencynearor belowthe workingfrequency,asingle-modeapproxi-
mationcanyieldanacceptableaccuracy.Figures2 and3 showthe effectof
the numberof modeson the RCSof a slot array (excludingthe structural
scatteredfield) at threefrequencies.Theuseof aminimumnumberof modes
makesit possibleto analyzevery largeslot arrays.
Next, westudy the effectof the mutual couplingthroughthe exterior
space(regionb). Unlikethe internalmutualcouplingthat only existsbe-
tweentheslots in thesamewaveguide,the externalmutualcouplingexists
betweenall the slots. Although the fourfold integralin (16) hasbeenre-
ducedto a singleintegralin (23)for thecomputationof theexternalmutual
coupling,it is still very time consumingto calculateall thesematrix ele-
mentswhenthe slot array is very large. Onepossiblesolutionis to ignore
the mutual couplingwhenthe two slotsare far apart. Figure4 showsthe
effectof the externalmutualcouplingon the RCSpatterns(excludingthe
structural scatteredfield). Threecurvesareplottedin thefigure:onewith
all the mutual coupling,anotherwith no mutual couplingat all, and the
third onewith the couplingwith the surrounding9 × 5slots(9 waveguides
eachcontaining5slots).It isapparenthat by includingthemutualcoupling
betweenthe adjacentslots,onecanobtaina sufficientaccuracy.
The effectsof the structural and slot scatteredfields are illustrated in
Fig. 5, whichshowsthe RCSpatternof a circularslot arrayconsistingof
32waveguideswith 32slotsin the centralwaveguideof thearray (hereafter
referredto as32× 32circular slot array). The radiusof the antennasis
16in. The patternof the antennawithout the slots(that is, the structural
scatteredfield)isalsogivenfor comparison.It canbeseenthat thestructural
scatteringforms a strongpeakin the normaldirectionof the plate. The
majoreffectof theslot scatteredfield is thegrating lobes.
Figure6 givesthespacedistributionof the RCSof the 32× 32circular
slot array,includingboth thestructural andslot scatteredfields.The main
RCSpeaksawayfrom the normaldirectionaredue to the slot scattering.
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Figure 2: The effect of the number of aperture modes on the RCS in the
E-plane for an 8 x 8 slot array with shorted terminals. -- 7 modes;
5 modes; -.- 3 modes; ... 1mode. (a) f=S GHz; (b) f-9.1GHz; (c)
f -- 12 GHz.
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Figure 3: The effect of the number of aperture modes on the RCS in the
H-plane for an 8 x 8 slot array with shorted terminals. _ 7 modes; - -
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From the data in Fig. 6, we can calculate the RCS probability using (37) and
the result is shown in Fig. 7. The space solid angle fl0 in (37) is specified
by a cone half-angle, denoted as 00, where 00 = 0 in the direction normal to
the surface of the antenna.
To demonstrate the effect of a slot array antenna on the RCS of the host
object, we place the 32 × 32 circular slot array antenna in the nose of an
airplane. The radome covering the antenna is ignored because it is largely
transparent at the working frequency. The airplane is in the normally flying
position (horizontal) and the RCS of the entire object is given in Fig. 8.
The structural scattered field is calculated using the high-frequency code
XPATCH [10], which is based on the SBR method, and for the calculation,
the airplane is assumed to be a perfect conductor. We note that although
the size of the slot array is small compared with that of the airplane, its
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Figure 5: RCS of a 32 x 32 circular slot array with matched terminals at
f = 9.1 GHz. (a) E-plane; (b) H-plane.
scattering dominates in some angles corresponding to those of the grating
lobes.
The time response of a slot array is studied using a slot array of 8 identical
waveguides with 2 slots on each waveguide as depicted in Fig. 9. The time
response, shown in Figs. 10 and 11, is obtained by using the inverse fast
Fourier transform (FFT) of the frequency response over a bandwidth from
8 to 12 GHz. In the example shown in Fig. 10, the waveguide terminals
are matched and the two different intervals between the slots are used, d =
100 and d = 200 cm, respectively. The first two peaks correspond to the
scattering directly from the two rows of the slots, respectively, and their
intervals in time are 2dcosOi'_C/c = 3.3 and 6.6 ns, as expected. The third
peak comes from the first interaction between the slots: the wave enters the
waveguide from the first (and second) slot and comes out from the second
(and first) slot. In the example of Fig. 11, the one end of the waveguides
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Figure 10: The time response of a 8 × 2 slot array with matched terminals
exited by an incident wave with 0 inc = 60% ¢inc = 0 o. (a) d = 100 cm; (b)
d = 200 cm.
is matched and the other end is shorted at three different positions. The
second response is due to the field entered the waveguide through the slots,
reflected by the shorted terminal, and re-radiated from the slots. It is clearly
seen that the time delay of the second response is proportional to the length
of the waveguides.
In the last example, we consider a real slot array antenna constructed in
our laboratory. The configuration of one quarter of this antenna is shown
in Fig. 12. Each waveguide is divided into several short sections, each con-
taining only four slots except for those next to the edge of the antenna. The
entire antenna consists of 40 waveguides with 42 slots in the central waveg-
uide of the array (hereafter referred to as 40 x 42 circular slot array). Other
parameters are: a = 21.3 ram, b = 5 ram, 2w = 3.3 mm, Li = 16.2 mm,
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_i = 2 mm, t = 0.5 mm, and the working frequency f0 = 9.9 GHz. The
calculated RCS patterns are given in Fig. 13, which include the structural
scattered field. As can be seen, the RCS pattern in the H-plane is substan-
tially different from that when the waveguides are not divided into several
sections [see Fig. 5(b)], whereas the pattern in the E-plane remains similar.
There are several additional grating lobes in the H-plane, which are caused
by an array whose elements are the short sections. Finally, Fig. 14 shows
the RCS when this antenna is placed in the nose of the airplane depicted in
Fig. S(a).
IV. CONCLUSION
This paper investigates the problem of scattering from a large planar
slotted waveguide array antenna. The total scattering consists of two parts,
namely the structural scattering and slot scattering, and these two parts are
solved independently through the application of the equivalence principle.
The former is calculated by a high-frequency method, such as the PO and
SBR method. The latter is solved using the MoM in conjunction with global
sinusoidal basis functions and Galerkin's testing technique. Special attention
is paid to the evaluation of the admittance matrix elements, which involve
the internal and external mutual coupling. Numerical results are presented
to demonstrate the effects of a variety of factors on the RCS of a slot array,
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Figure 12: An 40 × 42 circular slotted-waveguide array.
and these factors include the number of basis functions in the MoM solution,
the external mutual coupling between the slots, the waveguide terminations,
and the host object. Also given are the RCS space distribution and proba-
bility curves and the time responses of slot arrays to illustrate their unique
scattering characteristics. The RCS of a complicated real slot array is given
finally to demonstrate the capability of the numerical method as well as the
distinct features of its RCS pattern. The numerical method developed are
useful in applications such as target identification, electromagnetic compat-
ibility, EMP penetration, and stealth technology.
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